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Metal halide ammines have great potential as a future, high-density energy carrier in vehicles. So far known materials, e.g. Mg(NH3)6Cl2 and Sr(NH3)8Cl2, are not suitable for automotive, fuel cell applications, because the release of ammonia is a multi-step reaction, requiring too much heat to be supplied, making the total efficiency lower. Here, we apply density functional theory (DFT) calculations to predict new mixed metal halide ammines with improved storage capacities and the ability to release the stored ammonia in one step, at temperatures suitable for system integration with polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFC). We use genetic algorithms (GAs) to search for materials containing up to three different metals (alkaline-earth, 3d and 4d) and two different halides (Cl, Br and I) – almost 27 000 combinations, and have identified novel mixtures, with significantly improved storage capacities. The size of the search space and the chosen fitness function make it possible to verify that the found candidates are the best possible candidates in the search space, proving that the GA implementation is ideal for this kind of computational materials design, requiring calculations on less than two percent of the candidates to identify the global optimum.

1. Introduction

Ammonia is one of the most important chemicals produced, making it possible for the world’s population to grow dramatically, because of its use in fertilizers. There is, however, also an interest in using ammonia as a future energy carrier in vehicles and as an ammonia reservoir for the selective catalytic reduction (SCR) of NOx gases in diesel cars and trucks; a segment in rapid growth, in e.g. Asia that has large, unresolved challenges for urban pollution. The toxicity of ammonia is, however, a major drawback, making handling and storing difficult. It has been shown that storing ammonia in metal halide ammines can be both safe, by lowering the vapor pressure significantly, and inexpensive. One of the most studied metal ammines is Mg(NH3)6Cl2, which has a high hydrogen density, displays good kinetics, but has an impractical multi-step release occurring at too high temperatures (450 K, 585 K and 680 K). Also Sr(NH3)8Cl2 displays a high energy density, but depending on the reaction conditions a mono- or diammine is generally too stable, making the practically available ammonia density at least 12.5% lower. Because of this, new materials with high storage capacities, releasing all ammonia, preferably in one step, are needed.

For energy storage for transportation usage, it is possible to burn the stored ammonia in an internal combustion engine, but this will not reduce the pollution and climate challenges. The energy should therefore be extracted using a fuel cell, which can either run directly on ammonia in a high temperature SOFC, in a direct ammonia fuel cell (DAFC) operating at intermediate temperatures, or decomposed, and the hydrogen can then be used in a low or high temperature PEMFC, which is a much more mature fuel cell technology. If the ammonia is decomposed and used in the PEMFC, there will be energy losses in form of waste heat from both processes – this waste heat can be used to release the stored ammonia making the total system efficiency higher. Ultimately the success of energy storage materials depends on the usable energy density, therefore we search for materials releasing all the stored ammonia in one step, with the highest possible weight percent.

Here, we use computational methods to search for new materials because the potential phase space of mixed metal halide ammines is very large, thus experimentally testing all compounds is not practically feasible. We use van der Waal’s corrected density functional theory (DFT) calculations (vdW-DF) to obtain predictive accuracy on the formation enthalpies. DFT is
It has been shown that it is possible to form multiple stable mixtures, e.g. of alkaline-earth chlorides and bromides, both mixing the halides and the metals, resulting in new stable materials with changed ab- and desorption characteristics, which are not simply the average of the pure metal ammines in the mixture. In this work, we identify a number of new, promising mixed metal halide ammines combining a range of different metals and halides for applications as energy carrier in the transportation sector, which first of all requires that the ammonia/energy density is high to be competitive with existing liquid fuels. Furthermore, the elements used should be earth abundant, and thereby also cheaper, and the possible toxicity should be manageable – both during normal operation and in case of traffic accidents. From a practical point of view, a material releasing all stored ammonia in one step is preferred in order to be able to release the stored ammonia fast and in a steady stream when needed. A one-step release in a predefined temperature interval is thus the target of the screening and an analysis of possible intermediate phases is therefore also performed before selecting the most promising candidates. We use the magnesium chloride system as a model, since a one-step release is more probable in mixed metal halide hexa ammines than octa ammines.

We study materials with a maximum of three different metals in a unit cell containing four metals in total. The allowed metals are alkaline-earth (except Ra) and the 3d and 4d transition metals (except Tc). Because large quantities of materials are needed for automotive applications, earth abundant and non-expensive materials are needed; we have therefore introduced a maximum limit of 25% of expensive metals, defined as Nb, Sc, expensive materials are needed; we have therefore introduced a maximum limit of 25% of expensive metals, defined as Nb, Sc, Ag, Pd, Rh, Ru and Be. On the halide side, we allow a maximum of two different of the halides Cl, Br and I at a time, since it is practically difficult to synthesize compounds with multiple halides. Fluorides are excluded from the search given the very limited commercial interest due to their toxicity.

Since the screening is based on template structures, atomic permutations within a specific stoichiometry are not considered explicitly, and structures with the same composition are treated as identical. For a given crystal structure of a mixed metal halide ammine, this is not necessarily correct, but sufficient to investigate e.g. electronic trends systematically. In total, this results in a search space containing almost 27 000 possible mixtures resulting in 54 000 possible structures to test, as both the energy of the hexa ammine and the empty salt have to be calculated. This large, but not intangible number of combinations of metals and halides, is ideal for testing our genetic algorithm (GA), an evolutionary guided search technique, which we have earlier successfully implemented to predict the optimal structure of nano particles, since it enables an absolute validation of the ability of the algorithm to identify the most fit materials combinations. The proposed algorithm implementation is part of the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE), which is freely available at https://wiki.fysik.dtu.dk/ase/

2. Methods

2.1 Calculation details

We use DFT calculations to determine the thermodynamic properties of the observed mixed metal halide ammines. The calculations are performed within the ASE framework using the Grid-based Projector Augmented Wave method (GPAW); a real space implementation of the PAW method. We use the PBE (Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof) exchange–correlation functional for structural optimizations of reference structures, which gives good geometries, and use the computationally more expensive vdw-DF functional for single point energy calculations on the optimized structures. The vdw-DF functional accounts for dispersion and van der Waal’s forces, which are essential to describe the metal halide ammines, containing a large amount of hydrogen bond donors (N–H) and acceptors (X-). The Brillouin-zone is sampled using a Monkhorst-Pack grid with at least 25 k-points Å⁻¹ in each direction, the grid spacing is 0.18 Å and all crystal reference structures are allowed to relax the atomic coordinates by a quasi-Newton type optimization algorithm using the calculated DFT forces. The energy of NH₃(g) is calculated by placing a molecule in a cube with a side length of 8 Å and using the same grid spacing as above.

The data set of pure metal halide reference energies is calculated by substituting the metals and halides into the optimized experimental magnesium chloride structures and subsequently the cell is allowed to relax hydrostatically, thereby keeping the symmetry. The enthalpies of desorption for the mixed ammines are calculated as the difference between the absolute electronic energies of the mixed hexa ammines and the salts including the gas-phase energy of the released ammonia molecules. The desorption temperatures are determined using a standard entropy value of 230 J (mol K NH₃)⁻¹ which is a representative average value observed for the pure metal halide ammines, and the van’t Hoff equation to calculate the temperature at which the equilibrium pressure, Pₑq, reaches 10⁷ Pa (1 bar) for a given reaction, e.g. a full one step release from a mixed metal halide ammine: Sr₂Mg₂(NH₃)₁₂Cl₈(s) → Sr₂Mg₂Cl₈(s) + 24NH₃(g).

The GA implementation described in the following is closely coupled to the Computational Materials Repository (CMR), an open source database implementation for electronic structure calculations. All structures are stored and retrieved from the database during the genetic algorithm run. This has several advantages including easy monitoring and post-processing of
the data, reuse of already calculated data (both from the current and old GA runs) and easy sharing among colleagues. All of this can be done both from a web interface or locally using scripting.

2.2 Genetic algorithm setup

Genetic algorithms are evolutionary guided searches that work by breeding on a population of individuals to create new and hopefully better offspring; the best, or most 'fit', of these will then be mated with each other. This is parallel to natural evolution, and has been proven to be useful for search and optimization in many different scientific disciplines. Brute force screening is often the only alternative, but for large search spaces it is not possible to calculate the fitness of all individuals. The search space investigated in this work with around 54 000 structures is on the verge of what can be done with the currently available computational power, requiring millions of CPU hours – however, the ultimate goal is to investigate lower dopant concentrations, which require bigger unit cells, thereby increasing both the total number of combinations and the computational time needed to calculate the fitness of each individual. Just doubling the unit cell to eight metal atoms, increases the search space drastically, making it unfeasible to tackle with brute force screening.

The efficiency and success of a GA run depends explicitly on the choice of fitness function and crossover/permuation operators. Multiple aspects can be included in the fitness function, but it is challenging to determine the relative weights of different components. Because of this, a better choice is often to choose a single parameter as the fitness function, and then set up extra rules, which determines if a new trial structure is accepted for further progress. It is important to notice that such rules do not guide the search directly, because the selection of parent structures for a new generation is solely dependent on the fitness where only the individuals with highest fitness are selected; however the rules determines where not to search. In addition to these rules determining what is accepted, one can post-process the datasets generated, and rank the evaluated structures according to other criteria, e.g. price or expected desorption temperatures, which might be relevant for specific applications. This can be useful for identifying the scientific optimal mixtures, and then afterwards determine which of these would have commercial interest. Here, we apply a simple fitness function, which is simply the weight percent of hydrogen in the material (wH) combined with selection rules setting the relevant formation enthalpy and stabilities (see below), because these are ultimately the most important factors in determining whether a material is interesting for use as an energy carrier in the transportation sector. This wH-fitness also give us the opportunity, to validate the GA predictions and test whether structures potentially could be better than those found by the algorithm, as the maximum wH value can be calculated easily.

We have chosen two criteria for determining whether a structure is accepted in the population – namely that it should be stable against decomposition into the simple metal halides salts and ammiles (e.g. Mg₂Be(NH₃)₆Cl₈ → 3Mg[NH₃]₂Cl₂ + Be(NH₃)₂Cl₆, for x = 0, 6) and have an acceptable ammonia desorption temperature. Given the use of predefined template structures, we also include marginally unstable mixtures (up to 0.5 eV per formula unit containing one metal atom) in order not to exclude candidates that may potentially display stability following full relaxation of all structures. For ΔH, we have chosen an interval from 35 to 55 kJ (mol NH₃)⁻¹ per released ammonia molecule, which corresponds to a release temperature of approximately 260 to 410 degrees Kelvin, by using the van't Hoff equation and the representative entropy value of 230 J (mol K NH₃)⁻¹. Small variations in the reaction entropies for different metal halides are observed, so the estimated release temperatures have higher uncertainty than the reaction enthalpies. Calculating the reaction entropy changes for all the mixtures is, however, not computationally feasible in a screening study of this size, so one have to remember this uncertainty, which we do by screening a relatively broad temperature interval. The chosen temperature range is suitable for system integration with both low- and high temperature PEMFC and is generally chosen to be sufficiently broad to avoid de-selection of potential candidate materials. For offsprung creation, we allow a slightly broader region, by allowing parents with ΔH outside the interval, with an exponentially decreasing probability, since chemically closely related structures can have correlated binding characteristics, and thereby a child of parents on the border of the interval, might likely end up being inside the interval. Parents outside the region are selected with an exponentially decreasing probability fitted to be 25% for being 3 kJ (mol NH₃)⁻¹ and 1% for being 10 kJ (mol NH₃)⁻¹ off, respectively.

The initialization of the algorithm is done by generating 15 random mixed metal halide ammiles (individuals) from the defined phase space. This population size is chosen so that it is large enough to ensure that the algorithm does not end up in a local, pre-converged optimum. On the other hand the population size should not be too large, as this would result in wasting time by testing too many structures. As a general rule of thumb, the population size, S, should be in the range \( \log_2(N) < S < 2\log_2(N) \), where \( N \) is the total number of combinations in the search space. The following generations are created by selecting some of the best known candidates from the current population, as parents and using the standard operators of GAs, namely crossover and mutation (Fig. 1). The crossover is picking a random point at the atoms list, which is specifying the constituents of the two parents, and taking the part before the cut from the first parent and the last part from the other parent.

We apply the following mutation operators:

1. **Random mutation**: picking one element and substituting it to another chosen randomly.

2. **Neighbor mutation**: one random element is exchanged for one of its neighbors in the periodic table (up, down, left or right).

3. **Complete mutation**: to prevent the algorithm from getting stuck in local minima, we also use a complete mutation random operator, which generates a new structure without using any information from the current population (similar to creating the structures in the initial population).

As a further precaution, to ensure not ending up in a pre-converged state, parents are not only selected from the current
population, but a small number of parents are selected with a probability dependent on their fitness, no matter if they are part of the current population or not. More specifically, three out of 15 individuals are selected from all tested structures with a probability equal to

\[
\exp \left( \frac{\text{fitness}}{\text{best fitness}} \right) - 1 \over e - 1
\]

where best_fitness is the fitness of the best structure seen so far.

This type of coordination compounds often display correlations between different mixtures and local operators (crossover and the neighbor mutation) are therefore expected to be more important for the efficiency of the search than random operators. We therefore employ a 3:1 ratio between them, indicating that local operators are used three times more frequently than random operators. Within the local operators, twice as many crossovers as neighbor mutations, and within the random operators we use the random mutation three times more than the complete mutation operator. To determine when the algorithm is converged, i.e. when it is not expected that further progress would create better offspring, the algorithm keeps track of whether new stable individuals, with ΔH in the specified interval, are entering the population; more specifically the convergence criteria is set to be that the five best structures remain unchanged for five generations.

### 2.3 Template based screening

As mentioned in the introduction, magnesium chloride can store six ammonia molecules per metal atom, corresponding to 9.2% stored hydrogen by weight (WH). Here, we focus on the metal halide hexa ammines although certain metal halides are known to form octa ammines. This is done because metal halides forming octa ammines are generally heavier and more prone to forming multiple-step release, and multiple metal halides are known to form hexa ammines and share simple crystal symmetries, e.g. MgCl₂, NiCl₂, FeBr₂ and CrI₂, with potential of having a high weight percent. Since all the stored ammonia in Mg(NH₃)₆Cl₂ is not accessible at relevant temperatures, we direct the search towards a one step release at an acceptable temperature between 260 and 410 degrees Kelvin. Using the template structure for all candidates provides an estimate of how the mixed systems will behave and especially the relative stabilities and desorption enthalpies are expected to be correctly determined. A range of the generated structures will exist in other crystal structures, but we expect that the error would be comparable in the salt and the hexa ammine, resulting in an unchanged ΔH, which is one of the important selection criteria.

All single metal halides, i.e. consisting of only one metal atom and one halide in the ratio 1:2, are calculated as reference structures for the GA search. This is done for completeness although it is known that not all can form stable hexa ammines, e.g. TiCl₄, where only a tetra ammine has been observed and SrCl₂ since stroncitum is big enough to coordinate eight ammonia molecules. The last fact is taken into account in our screening, when determining the stability of the mixed hexa ammine, where it is possible that mixtures split up to a mixture of single metal hexa and octa ammines. To determine whether it would split up to some octa ammine, we have also calculated all pure reference structures in the strontium octa ammine structure, and thereby determined whether the system prefers to be an octa ammine or a hexa ammine and two free ammonia molecules in the gas phase (Fig. 2). The octa ammine is actually only preferred for a small number of the investigated metals, where mainly alkaline-earth metals containing e.g. Ca, Sr or Ba would split up to some octa ammine and some pure salt, resulting in that the stability of e.g. SrMg(NH₃)₁₂Cl₁₂ would be calculated relative to (3Sr(NH₃)₆Cl₂ + SrCl₂)/4 and Mg(NH₃)₆Cl₂. The decomposition energy is always calculated relative to the most favorable way of splitting up the constituents, which especially is relevant when the mixture contains both different anions and cations.

Another advantage of using the magnesium system is that the hexa ammine crystallizes in the relatively simple K₂PtCl₆ cubic structure, containing four metal atoms per unit cell, which makes it ideal for this screening. The magnesium chloride salt crystallizes in the trigonal P̅3₁m space group (No 164), normally referred to as the layered CdCl₂ structure. After the GA run, a stability check is also performed on the mono- and diammines of the best compounds to determine whether the release of ammonia is a one step reaction. Here, we define that the mono ammine is observed if the desorption enthalpy for going from the hexa ammine to the mono ammine is more than 2 kJ [mol NH₃]⁻¹ lower than for going directly to the salt; the same considerations holds for determining the existence of a diammine. The presence of intermediate ammine phases lower the amount of available hydrogen and the fitness is lowered accordingly. The structure used in order to determine the existence of the mono ammine phase is similar to the one proposed in ref. 10, which, when minimized, has orthorhombic Pbnm symmetry (space group No 62). The diammine is based on the magnesium structure, which when relaxed has an orthorhombic Ccme symmetry (space group No 64).

To set up a new mixed structure (example shown in Fig. 3), the atoms are substituted into the template structures, and the following parameters are set: the volume is set as the average volume of the constituents, and the metal to nitrogen distances are set for each metal, using the values calculated for the pure reference structures (for details, see Section 2.1). The chosen structures are therefore not necessarily the thermodynamic
ground state structures, since it is simply not feasible to make computationally intense structural optimizations of all the structures during a GA run, and as explained previously, it is expected that the template structures will give reasonable estimates of desorption enthalpies.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Visiting relevant parts of the search space

To test the efficiency of the GA search, the algorithm was started three times with the specified parameters, starting from three randomly chosen and thereby different initial populations (for details, see Table S1, ESI†). The algorithm progresses very similarly for the three different runs and ends up finding optimal mixtures with similar fitness and composition (Fig. 4). In Fig. 5, the fitness (wH) for all the potentially stable mixtures that are tested by the algorithm are plotted against the desorption enthalpies. As can be seen from the figure, the full interval of allowed desorption enthalpies does not appear to be sampled equally, which might be due to...
the fact that light mixtures, with high fitness, simply bind the ammonia harder. It should be stressed that the full interval is allowed in the algorithm runs, it is simply an observation that the generated mixtures have \( \Delta H \) values in the high end of the interval.

### 3.2 Optimal identified structures

Several materials have been found with a high fitness (hydrogen weight percent, \( w_H \)) as can be seen in Table 1 showing the top ten structures for the three different runs. As explained in Section 2.2, the structures allowed in the population all satisfy the requirements of having acceptable desorption enthalpies and being stable or marginally unstable against decomposition. The structures which are strictly stable against all decomposition reactions are highlighted in the table, as they naturally are the most interesting structures. As can be seen, the algorithm is able to find the same relevant structures, from three random start populations, with the selected parameters proving that the concept, in this case can be used without rerunning the algorithm, however for other systems this should be tested (pure TiCl\(_2\), which was found only the 2nd run, does not form hexa ammines as described earlier).

As can be seen in Table 1, there is a high dominance of titanium rich structures, which is not surprising because it is one of the lightest elements in the search space, and apparently the mixtures have a relatively low \( \Delta H \) resulting in acceptable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Optimal structures with the highest fitness (hydrogen weight percent, ( w_H )), from three different runs, starting from random initial populations. The structures in bold are structures that are strictly stable against decomposition in both phases.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st run</td>
<td>2nd run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Fitness (( w_H ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiScTiCaCl(_8)</td>
<td>8.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiTiCuMgCl(_8)</td>
<td>8.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiTiScCl(_8)</td>
<td>8.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiScTiVCl(_8)</td>
<td>8.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiScTiCrCl(_8)</td>
<td>8.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiTiVCl(_8)</td>
<td>8.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiTiTiCl(_8)</td>
<td>8.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiTiVCl(_8)</td>
<td>8.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiVTiCl(_8)</td>
<td>8.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 5](image-url) Visited parts of search space, for all the three runs. The dark gray area indicates \( w_H \) not accessible within the defined search space. The white window indicates structures with acceptable release temperatures. Only structures which fulfill the decomposition stability criteria are shown.
release temperatures. The top four stable candidates, Ti₂CuMgCl₈, Ti₂ScVCl₈, Ti₃VCl₈ and ScCu₂MgCl₈, have predicted release temperatures of 136, 130, 130 and 130 °C respectively, and furthermore both the ammines and the salts are stable against decomposition. Especially Ti₂CuMgCl₈ and ScCu₂MgCl₈ are predicted to be very stable compared to having the pure metal halide ammines and salts separated (for details, see Table S2, ESIF).

3.3 Genetic algorithm performance

We have made a more detailed analysis of the convergence of the algorithm, which will be described in this section. In general it is found that the chosen convergence criteria and suggested operators are ideal for this kind of template based screening. The general suggestion from the analysis is that rerunning the algorithm multiple times, to ensure finding the global optimum, is preferred over changing the convergence criteria or increasing the populations size – this is further favored in our setup where we reuse data from earlier algorithm runs as described in Section 2.1. The importance of reusing data has been observed already from the 2nd run where 21% of the calculations are skipped, and for the 3rd run 34% was reused; these numbers is only counting reuse from the original part of the first run, not including the extra convergence test. These numbers support the general suggestion about rerunning instead of changing the convergence criteria or increasing the populations size.

As mentioned, the algorithm succeeds in finding the same optimal structures, from three random start populations, which is very interesting. In general, the algorithm needs approximately ten generations before it ends up in the area with the optimal elements and high fitness, no matter where it starts (Fig. 4). After this initial narrowing, the algorithm only makes slight improvements from generation to generation, where more and more optimal candidates are seen, but the maximum is not changing much. The observed jumps in the fitness function in the first part of the search, can also be seen in Fig. 5, where the searched parts of space are organized in almost horizontal bands, in between which not much have been tested. These bands represent use of different halides or mixtures thereof.

To test the chosen convergence criteria, i.e. that the five best structures are constant for five generations, the first run was continued until a new structure entered the population (Fig. 4). The original run fulfilled the convergence criteria after generation number 22, and almost 50% longer run time was necessary to find a new candidate in generation 31. As a result, we conclude that our convergence criteria are well chosen, and it is generally better to rerun the algorithm for different starting populations, to ensure that the algorithm searches in a different parts of the search space. The extra candidate found in the extension of the first run was Ti₅CaCuCaCl₈ which entered as the 4th best structure with fitness, wH = 8.21, however the hexa ammine is slightly unstable with a decomposition energy of 27 kJ mol⁻¹ per formula unit containing one metal atom. A possible explanation for not observing the calcium containing structures in all the different runs, is that calcium structures in general have too high ΔH values, and therefore have a very low probability of being selected for offspring creation. Furthermore, the decomposition energy is calculated relative to the calcium chloride octa ammine, which is known to be more stable than a hexa ammine (Fig. 2), requiring the mixed hexa ammine to be very stable.

Different kinds of operators are available for generating new offspring and we tested whether all the used operators are relevant and equally important for finding the optimal solution (Fig. 6). The crossover operator behaves as expected, where it initially has a relatively low success rate, because the components it mixes are not the optimal one; in the middle it has a maximum, where it directs the search by combining better and better building blocks, and later on the success rate drops again. The chemical neighbor operator does generally have a high success rate and seems to be very important, to guide the search. The mutation operator has the lowest success rate, which probably is because the fitness function is the weight percent, which gets harder and harder to optimize, when substituting in a random element. If one would continue with this fitness function it might be suggested to lower the rate of random mutations as a function of time, however, if other fitness functions are used this is probably not advisable. In our earlier work with use of GAs we argued that dynamically operators are more efficient for optimization of nano particles, but this does not seem to be important for the template based screening performed here.

3.4 Global optimum

A validation of the method and the results can be performed because the weight percent is chosen as the fitness, since it is possible to determine which structures in the search space have a higher weight percent and could potentially have acceptable stabilities and release temperatures. It turns out that only 253 structures in the search space would have a higher weight percent than the best candidate, Ti₂CuMgCl₈, found by all of the three runs, and 83 of these have already been tested by the three runs, leaving us with 170 candidates. Because it is this very limited number of structures, we manually tested all of these candidates. None of these structures were found to have acceptable ΔH and fulfill the stability criteria. This demonstrates that
the global optimum structure was found by the algorithm in all three GA runs, thereby proving that the suggested algorithm is very efficient.

Only \( \sim 400 \) out of the \( \sim 27,000 \) structures were tested on average for a genetic algorithm run in this search space. The top-down validation approach is naturally only possible in this special case because of the simple fitness function. The goal of a screening is often to find multiple candidates, which would favor the use of the genetic algorithm; in this specific example it would require 253 calculations to get the best, 337 to get top two, 372 to get top three and 401 to get top four, which is more than the average length of one run, which in all cases find the top four candidates. Furthermore, the GA would also find stable structures, with lower, but still high \( \text{wH} \), which is a lot better than the top-down approach leaving us with only one to four stable structures.

### 3.5 Check on possible intermediate ammine phases

For the best candidates in Table 1, we also tested whether a mono- or diammine would be observed, as this might result in a multi-step release, possibly lowering the available energy density (details in Table S2, ESIF). As a result of this analysis some of the suggested candidates are found not to be interesting, due to slightly unstable mixed phases. However, intermediate ammine phases are not expected for the three out of the four best slightly unstable mixed phases. Instead, intermediate ammine phases are expected not to be interesting, due to slightly unstable mixed phases. However, intermediate ammine phases are expected not to be interesting, possibly lowering the available energy density (details in Table S2, ESIF). As a result of this analysis some of the suggested candidates are found not to be interesting, due to slightly unstable mixed phases. However, intermediate ammine phases are not expected for the three out of the four best slightly unstable mixed phases. Instead, intermediate ammine phases are expected not to be interesting, possibly lowering the available energy density.

From these extra checks it was found that \( \text{Ti}_2\text{CuMgCl}_8 \) would have a stable diammine, lowering the practical amount of ammonia, and releasing the last two ammonia molecules at high temperatures (>200 °C). Again, it must be stressed that we are doing template based screening and it could still be interesting to test all compounds for completeness. When disregarding the unstable mixtures, we are left with compounds which are titanium-rich. It has been shown that similar mixtures are synthesizable, e.g. \( \text{TiMgCl}_4 \), and pure titanium chloride has been observed in the \( \text{MgCl}_2 \) structure, which indicates that the suggested materials can be synthesized, and the templates used should give accurate energies.

### 4. Conclusion

By using genetic algorithms combined with vdw-DF density functional theory calculations, we have identified a number of new, mixed metal ammines with hydrogen storage capacities in excess of 8 wt% and excellent desorption characteristics, releasing all the ammonia in one step at temperatures relevant for HT-PEMFC applications. The most promising candidates are currently investigated further, both computationally and experimentally. The developed methods, which have been shown to be able to find the global optimum, testing a very limited number of structures (less than two percent of the total number of combinations), are easy transferable to other searches, with different search parameters, possibly including more intermediate phases, which we are currently investigating.
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